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Fujifilm, firmware v.2.0 per la X-Pro1

LINK (https://www.nexthardware.com/videographia/news/mirrorless/356/fujifilm-firmware-v20-
per-la-x-pro1.htm)

Rilasciato l'aggiornamento per la flag-ship APS-C e le ottiche XF

Immediatamente scaricabili, ai link in calce, gli aggiornamenti firmware per il corpo macchina
mirrorless ad ottiche intercambiabili X-Pro1 e per gli obiettivi Fujinon XF 18mm F2 R, XF 35mm F1.4
R ed XF 60mm F2.8 Macro R.

Di seguito la lista delle migliorie introdotte:

↔·↔ 1. Improvement of Auto Focus Performance

(1)Auto focusing speed has become much faster under a various shooting condition such as dark
scenes, bright scenes and so on.
(2)The shortest focusing distance without switching to macro mode has become shorter.

↔·↔ 2.Improvement of Manual Focus Performance

(1)The speed of images coming into focus when turning the focus ring has become faster.
(2)When adjusting the focus with the EVF or the LCD, displaying live view with the minimum depth
of field in full aperture has made it easier to focus on subjects.
(3)In addition to the focus checking with the 10-time magnification function, the checking with "3-
time" magnification function has been added.

↔·↔ 3. Improvement of Writing and Processing Speed

(1)Writing speed to a memory card has become faster with the maximum speed doubled.

The speed may vary depending on card type and sizes of images.

(2)The waiting time of viewing image after shooting has become shorter.
(3)An image will be displayed approx. one second after pressing the playback button.

↔·↔ 4.Other improvements

(1)The ISO setting of "Auto (6400)" has been added.
(2)When EVF or OVF is used, the indicator lamp will turn off because the lamp comes to just in
front of your right eye if you see the finder with your left eye.
(3)When shooting in low light situation, a recorded image will look like more natural atmosphere
you saw.
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